Challenge: The numbers just aren’t good for Ohio: 152,000 fewer jobs than nearly 20 years ago, lower household income, high student debt, falling behind in education – almost every measure used to define quality of life is going in the wrong direction.

People don’t have to see the numbers – they see it in neighborhoods. Auto parts stores, payday lenders and deep-discount stores in almost every town are evidence of cash-strapped households. There are entire vacant blocks in once proud residential areas of Youngstown, Mansfield, Dayton.

Local news organizations wanted to help their audiences navigate these challenges by holding conversations about solutions – to see where people agree, to let citizens drive the identification of what is most likely to work. Specifically, the collaborative wanted to ask “What does a vibrant community look like? What strengths are there in the community that can be applied to achieve vibrancy? How do we get started?”

Partners and Funders: Democracy Fund and the Knight Foundation provide funding for Your Voice Ohio. Partners include Journalism that Matters, Hearken, and 54 (and growing) television, radio, online and print news outlets. The Jefferson Center, a non-partisan community engagement and policy nonprofit, secures the funding, designs the engagement events and manages day-to-day operations.

The Your Voice Ohio Advisory Board consists of leading journalists, researchers, and engagement practitioners, helping ensure the project is aligned with emerging best practices for community engagement and journalism based on work around the world.

Solution-Focused Design: Your Voice Ohio hosted 9, two-hour long conversations across the state, asking participants what their communities might look like if they were thriving for everyone. Journalists shared their observations after each session and often detected wide gaps between public needs and solutions offered by policy makers. Although the cities varied greatly, common themes emerged across the events.
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**Process** From September 2018 to October 2018, we hosted 9 public conversations across Ohio (Dayton, Springfield, Columbus, Lima, Warren, Akron, Stow, Cleveland, Euclid). At each event, journalists sat with community members to explore these questions:

*What would your community look like if it was thriving for everyone?*
*What's one thing you would improve or change in your community to make it more vibrant?*
*What assets, resources, and strengths exist in your community?*
*What actions might we take to make the community more vibrant?*

At the end of each discussion, we asked participants to write one question they wanted a journalist to answer. Media partners and researchers split the questions and shared answers quickly to show citizens that journalists were listening. Reporters also began digging more deeply into the ideas and actions that the community had identified.

In addition to our in-person deliberative processes, we also gave people opportunities to engage digitally. Using Hearken, a digital journalism engagement tool, Ohioans were able to ask questions they would like us to explore and/or vote on an existing question they would like to see answered. Ohioans are also able to share their personal stories on how economic changes have impacted their lives, and those who share can remain anonymous if they wish.

**Outcomes** We heard from many participants that there’s a need to build community: hope, identity, pride new connections and relationships, and respect for one another, especially those that may be currently left out of the conversation. Community problem solving needs to include everyone, especially the young people that many communities are struggling to maintain. As Warren discussion participant Shalisha May told the Youngstown Vindicator, “We must provide young people with hope. If they don’t have hope, they won’t want to stay here,”

Another realization was that problem solving looks a bit different across generations in some communities. In Warren, millennials focused on quick, actionable, community-based sustainability initiatives, while in Akron, young people discussed grassroots and neighborhood-level solutions. Meanwhile, older participants in those communities took a broader view, focusing on “bigger” challenges and solutions that required more moving parts. We saw these community discussion blend big picture thinking and ground-level action to think about the steps needed to make their communities more vibrant.

And although participants differed in their backgrounds and preferred approaches, many still had similar hopes and solutions for their community, as Kory Kuriatnyk told the Vindicator: “It was surprising how like-minded the people were.”

**Provide purposeful education and meaningful jobs:** Another similar theme was the future of Ohio’s workforce. Participants agreed education needs to broaden beyond the typical school subjects, such as coping and other “soft” skills – something we also heard repeatedly in our addiction meetings.
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These skills can help people face trauma and other difficulties in a healthy way, instead of turning to drugs, alcohol, or other toxic behaviors.

There was also a lot of discussion around preparing students for college and/or job training programs, as both are key for a successful local economy. As we’ve discussed in previous blog posts, employers across Ohio are facing a worker shortage for high-paying skilled labor jobs. Part of preparing and encouraging workers to go into these industries, we heard repeatedly, includes building the skills needed for increasingly automated workplaces.

Many of our recent blog posts and research have focused on ways to create jobs and bring businesses to communities. While these are important, they shouldn’t come at the cost of community connections and well-being, attendees across the events pointed out. They also made it clear that “more jobs” isn’t enough: people want “jobs with dignity” and to many, that means a living wage. Susan Johnston of Kettering, who participated in the Dayton conversation, told the Dayton Daily News, “There are jobs, but they are just not jobs you can raise a family on.”

Ensure equal growth: Many Ohioans listed their community’s location as a strength, often referencing the closest expressway and proximity to populations centers of the East Coast. But, how can communities market those assets to new companies, or use them as a reason to keep existing ones? Because of economic blight, considered a major issue across Ohio communities, there are now many empty buildings and recently cleared property viewed by many community members as untapped assets. How can a community set itself apart if everyone has empty real estate?

Other participants voiced concern for the location of new businesses in a community. Elise Hagan, a participant in the Springfield conversation, said while she’s glad to see Clark County attract new jobs, she’s worried some parts of Springfield won’t benefit. “All of the horn-blowing of bringing business to Springfield, we don’t see it on the south side,” she told the Springfield News-Sun. Transportation that supports workers getting to jobs was a common theme across communities.

And as we begin to see more flooding and natural disasters on our coasts, in Warren, community members offered a unique economic development approach, suggesting Ohio “tell people on the coasts we live above the water line,” insulated from devastating storms. As a midwestern state with mild-ish weather, Ohioans wanted that to be known for attracting people to their community.

Focus on personal commitments: We heard the sentiment that local government isn’t accomplishing what people need in order for their community to thrive. One solution was a renewed focus on personal responsibility – advocating, attending local meetings, voicing concerns to representatives, and taking action on the individual and neighborhood levels.

At the end of our most recent conversations, we asked participants to brainstorm personal actions they could take to address community vibrancy concerns. Many people wrote down they would shop locally, attend more public meetings, get involved with the local schools, and share positive news about the community.

Interested in hosting a dialogue in your community? Contact us to learn more about collaborating:

651-209-7672 | hello@yourvoiceohio.org
YourVoiceOhio.org
@YourVoiceOhio